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abstract

In this article we present an implementation of the postprocessing Galerkin method

( the reform postprocessing Galerkin method ) of integrating the two-dimensional

Navier-Stokes equations. Moreover, we give the convergence analysis of the numer-

ical solutions corresponding to the Galerkin method and the reform postprocessing

Galerkin method. Compared with the Galerkin method, the reform postprocessing

Galerkin method is of the very good convergence rate at the expence of solving a

linear subproblem.
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1. Introduction

The postprocessing Galerkin ( PPG ) method has recently been recognized as a pow-

erful tool for solving the evolution dissipative partial differential equations, which is

cheaper to implement than the nonlinear Galerkin ( NG ) method ( see [1-2] ). But,

the NG method and PPG method are only suitable after a large time To. Here, we

present an implementation of the PPG method, ( namely the reform PPG method

), which is suitable on the whole time interval [0,00).

For the two-dimensional incompressible Navier-Stokes equations in a smooth bounded

domain n, with non-slip Dirichlet boundary conditions, we can write them as an

abstract dissipative evolution equation

du
di+vAu+B(u) =!,

in a Hilbert space

H = {u E L2(n)2; div u = a in nand u· n = aon an}

with the inner product and norm

(u,v) = in u(x)· v(x)dx, lui = (U,U)1/2

(1.1 )

( see [2-4]). Here, A : D(A) C H -+ H is a densely defined, unbounded, self-

adjointand positive operator with compact inverse and contains the higher-order

spatial derivatives, v > a is a scalar, and R : D(R) C H -+ H is a nonlinear map

which gathers the lower-order derivatives and nonlinear terms.
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The eigenfunctions 101,102, ... of A with the associated eigenvalues 0 < '\1 ~ '\2, ...

form a complete orthonormal set in H. For each integer n, let us denote

Pn the orthogonal projection of H onto Hn and Qn = I - Pn. For a fixed n, every

solution U of (1.1) can be decomposed uniquely into

U= p +q, p = Pnu, q = Qnu, (1.2)

The solution u of (1.1) can be approximated by the Galerkin approximation, un(t) E

H n , obtained by integrating the standard Galerkin ( SG ) method which is given by

the system of ordinary differential equations

(1.3)

where u(O) = Uo will be given.

Notice that since Un is sought in Hn, the Galerkin error will never smaller than the

best approximation error u - p = q, that is

(1.4)

Thus, for some better approximation of u, there are the following NG method ( see

[5-9] ) and PPG method ( see [1-2] ).

The NG method: find UN(t) = Yn(t) + zn(t), Yn(t) E Hn, zn(t) E QnH such that

d~n + vAYn + PnR(Yn + zn) = Pnj, Yn(O) = Pnu(O), (1.5)
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(1.6)

The PPG method: find up(t) = un(t) + qn(t) such that Un E Hn satisfies (1.3)

and qn E QnHn satisfies

(1. 7)

l,From (1.3) and (1.5) , we see that the PPC method is more simple than the NC

method. Moreover, papers [1,2] stated that the PPC method is of the convergence

rate of same order as the NC method and has the better convergence rate than

the SC method after some time To. In order to keep these properties of the PPC

method on interval [0,00), we introduce the reform PPC method as follows.

the reform. PPG method: find UR(t) = un(t) + qn(t) such that Un E Hn satisfies

(1.3) , qn E QnHn satisfies

(1.8)

for t ~ o.

In this paper we are interested in providing the convergence rate of the reform PPC

method. Our result is that if Uo E HJ (n) 2
, div Uo = 0 and f E L 00 (R+; H), then for

all finite time T

lu(t) - uR(t)1 = O(lu(t) - un(tW) Vt E [0, T). (1.9)

Namely , the reform PPC method provides a better approximation to the exact

solution than the SC method at the expense of dealing with linearity (1.8). We note

that in practice, the whole of qn is never computed, and it is replaced by an adequate
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trunction Pnlqn with n' > n sufficiently large. Moreover, since (1.7) is more simple

than (1.8) we can use the reform PPG method for 0 :::; t :::; To and use the PPG

method for t 2: To in practice computation.

2. The Functional Setting of the NS equations

We consider the 2-D Navier-Stokes ( NS ) equations in a smooth bounded domain

n C R2
:

~~ - v~u + (u· V)u + V71" = F in n x R+,

divu = 0 in n x R+,

(2.1)

(2.2)

subject to nonslip boundary conditions ulan = 0 and the following initial conditions

u(x,O) = uo(x) in n,

v > 0 is the coefficient of kniematic viscosity, and F = F(x, t) represents the

external body force. The unknowns are the vector function u (velocity) and the

scalar function 71" (pressure).

Let II be the orthonormal projection of L2(n)2 onto H. Projecting (2.1) onto H,

the NS equations become equation (1.1) with the initial condition

u(O) = Uo,

and

f = IIF, Au = -II~u 'tIu E D(A) = H n H6(n)2,

and the nonlinear operator

R(u) = B(u,u),B(u,v) = II[(u· V)v] 'tIu,v E V,

5
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where

with the following inner product and norm

We define a trilinear form on V x V x V by

b(u,v,1O) =< B(u,v),10 >v',v Vu,v,1O E V.

It is easy to verify that b satisfies the following important properties ( see [2-4] ):

b(u,v,1O) = -b(u,1O,v) Vu,v,1O E V, (2.4)

Ib(u, V, 10)1 ::; coluI1/21IuI11/21/vlll1011/21I10111/2 Vu, V, 10 E V, (2.5)

Ib(u,u,1O)I::; colull/21IuIIIAull/2I101 Vu E D(A),1O E H, (2.5)

IAuj2
[b(u,v,1O)I::; collul/llvlll1Ol(1 + log A11IuI1 2)1/2 Vu E D(A),v E V,1O E H (2.7)

IA1Ol 2

Ib(u,v,1O)I::; colulllvllll1Olj(l + log A11I1011 2)1/2 Vu E H,v E V,1O E D(A) (2.8)

where Co > 0 is constant depending only on n .

We recall the following existence and uniqueness results ( see [3] ).

Theorem 2.1 Assume that f E LOO(R+; H). Then for Uo E H, the system (1.1)

and (2.3) admits a unique solution u E LOO(R+; H) n L2 (0, T; V), VT > O.

Moreover, if Uo E V then the solution u of (1.1) and (2.3) belongs to LOO(R+; V) n

L2 (0, T; D(A)), VT > O.
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Furthermore, we need giving some properties of Pn and Hn in order to analyse the

convergence of the numerical solution UR . It is well known ( see [2-4] ) that

>'n+llql :S Ilqll Vq E V \ Hn ,

Ipl2 :S >'nllpl12 Vp E Hn ,

(2.9)

where s = 0,1/2,1. Finally, we also need to establish the General Gronwall Lemma

which is an extension of the Gronwall Lemma in [10] .

Lemma 2.2 Let g, j, h, y be four locally integrable positive functions on [to, 00)

that satisfy

O:Sy(t)+ rtj(s)ds:SC+ rth(s)ds+ rtg(s)y(s)ds VtE[to,oo), (2.10)
k k k

where C ::::: 0 is a constant. Then,

O:S y(t) + r
t

j(s)ds :S (C + r
t
h(s)ds)exp{ r

t
g(s)ds} Vt::::: to. (2.11)

Jto Jto Jto

Proof. We derive from (2.10) that

O:S y(t):S C + rt h(s)ds + rt g(s)y(s)ds Vt E [to,oo),
Jto Jto

which implies that

d it it it-d y(s)g(s)ds - y(s)g(s)ds)g(t) :S (C + h(s)ds)g(t) ,
t to to to
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namely,

Thus it follows from integration from to to t that

(1 t

g( S )y(s )ds) exp{-1 t

g( s)ds} = 1t (c +1s

h(s)ds) g( s) exp{-1 s

g(T)dT }ds
to to to to to

:::; (c +1t

h(s)ds) 1t

g(s) exp{-1 s

g(T)dT }ds
~ ~ ~

:::; (c +1: h(s)ds) (1 - exp{ - 1: g(T)dT}) .

Thus we obtain

(2.11) follows by combining the above inequality and (2.10). #

3. Preliminary Results

First, in order to analyse the convergence rates of the numerical solutions, we shall

need some useful regularities on the solution u and its Galerkin approxmation Un'

Hereafter, we always assume that Uo E V and f E LOO(R+; H). Since (1.3) is exactly

similar to (1.1) , the existence and uniqueness results of Theorem 2.1 is suitable to

the approximate problem (1.3). Hence, there exists a constant M depening on the

data (v,)I1, Uo, f). such that

{IIU(t)ll, IIu n (t)ll} :::; M, Vt ~ o.

Furthermore, we have the following regularities.

8
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Theorem 3.1 For all t 2: 0, then ¢(t) = u(t), un(t) satisfies the following estimate:

(3.2)

where

M; = 411uol12 + ;~ (J~ + 2C~~6), foo = sup If(t)l.
V Al v 1 t~O

Proof For simplicity, we only prove (3.1) for ¢(t) = u(t) since the proof is exactly

similar in the cases of ¢(t) = Un ( t).

It follows from (1.1) , (2.5) and (2.9) that

1 d
2" dt II ul1 2+vii Au l1 2+ b(u, u, Au) :S IfiIAul, (3.3)

Ib(u,u,Au)l:S colull/21IuIIIAuI3/2:S ~IAuI2 + (~?c~luI21IuI14, (3.4)

IfllAul :S ilAul2 + ~lfI2, (3.5)

IIul12 2: Al1ul2, IAu l
2 2: Al11ul12 . (3.6)

With above estimates and (3.1), we obtain

Integrating again (3.7) and noting u(O) = Uo, we thus derive

eVAltllu(t)112 + -4
v

ft eVA1SIAu(sWds :S Iluol1 2+ ;, (J~ + 2c~~6 )eVA1t , (3.8)
Jo v Al V 1

namely, (3.2) holds. #

A simple modification to the argument given in [4] allows us to estimate Ilq(t)11 in

the following form

Ilq(t)112:S IIQnuol12e-vAlt + -21 f{2 ,Ln (1 - e-vA1t ) Vt 2: 0, (3.9)
A n +l
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where f{ > 0 denotes constant that may depend on the data (v, A1, Uo, J) and

Therefore, there exists a large time To depending on the data (v, A1' Uo, f) such that

for all t ~ To

(3.10)

(3.12)

(3.11)

(3.13)

Then, for t ~ To,
L 1/ 2

Iu(t) - un(t)1 ::; C(t)~,
A n +1

lu(t) - uN(t)1 ::; C(t) :;2 '
An+l

L 2

Iu(t) - up(t)1 ::; C(t) 3/2 '
An+1

where C(t) = C(t; To, v, A1' Uo, J) > 0 is constant depending on the data (t; To, v, A1, Uo, J)

( see [2,6,9] ).

However, above estimates are not vilid for 0 ::; t < To. In fact, the proof of (3.11)-

(3.12) are based on the estimate (3.10). But, for Uo E V and Uo ~ D(A) we are not

sure that (3.10) holds.

4. Convergence Analysis

In this section, we shall provide some important convergence results for the numer-

ical solutions un(t) and UR(t).

Theorem 4.1 Assume that Uo E V , f E LCO(R+; H) and n satisfies

(4.1 )
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Then the approximate solutions un(t) and UR(t) satisfy the following estimates:

where

Ip(t) - un(t)1 ~ c; L;/2 A;;~l Vt ~ 0,

Iu(t) - uR(t)1 ~ G(t)L;/2 A;;~l Vt ~ 0,

(4.2)

(4.3)

Proof VVe set e(t) = p(t) - un(t) , E(t) = q(t) - qn(t) and E(t) = e(t) +E(t), where

e(O) = E(O) = E(O) = 0 . Then (1.1) and (1.3) yield

d
(dt e, v) + v((e, v)) + b(q+ e, u, v) + b(Un, q+ e, v) = 0 Vv E Hn' (4.4)

Taking v = e in (4.4) and using (2.4) , one finds

~dd Jel2+ vllel12+ b(e, u, e) + b(un,q, e) + b(q, u, e) = O. (4.5)
2 t

Thanks to (2.4) and (2.7)-(2.9) , we have

v 1
Ib(e,u,e)1 ~ colelllellllull ~ 411e112 + ;-c51IuI1 2IeI2, (4.6)

Ib(q,u,e)+b(un,q,e)1 ~ colqlllulllleIIL~/2 ~ ~lleI12+~C5Ln(lluI12+llunI12)lqI2, (4.7)

Combining (4.5) with (4.6)-(4.7) yields

Due to (2.9) and (3.1), we have

(4.9)
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Hence, (4.8) can be rewritten as

Integrating (4.10) and noting IAql2 ~ IAuI2, we obtain

By applying the General Gronwall Lemma to (4.11) and using (3.1 )-(3.2) , we derive

(4.2) .

Similarly, (1.1) , (1.3) and (1.8) yield

d
(dt E, v) +v( (E, v)) + b(q + e, u, v) + b(Un, q + e, v) = 0 Vv E H . (4.12)

Taking v = E in (4.12) and using (2.4) , we obtain

!dd IEI 2 + vllEI1 2+ b(e, u, e) + b(e, u, f) +b(un, e, f)
2 t

+ b(q, q, E) + b(q,p, E) + b(un,q, E) = O. (4.13)

From (2.4)-(2.5) , (2.7)-(2.9), (3.1) and (4.1), we have

Ib(q,p,E) + b(un,q,E)1 ~ coL~/2(llunll + IIpll)IIElllql

~ ~IIEII2 + 4C:Ln (11u112+ Ilun I1 2)lqI2, (4.15)
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Ib(1ln , e, E) + b(e, 1l, E)I ~ COL~/2(II1lnll + 111(11)lleIlIEI

~ ~COL~/2A:~~2(111l11 + lIunll)(llel12+ IIEI1 2), (4.16)

Ib(q,q,E)1 ~ :611E112 + 4~61IqI12IqI2. (4.17)

Iql2 ~ A:~11IqI12 ~ A::;'lIA1l12, IIp(t)112+ Ilq(t)1I2= 111l(t)11 2
~ M 2 Vt ~ 0, (4.18)

II1ln(t)11 2~ M 2
, ~COL~/2A:~~2(111l11 + lI unll) ~ :6 Vt ~ O. (4.19)

Combining above estimates with (4.12) and noting IEI2= lel2+ IEI2, we then obtain

Due to (2.9) and (3.1) , (4.20) can be written as

Integrating (4.21), we obtain

Vt ~ O. (4.22)

Applying again the General Gronwall Lemma to (4.22) and using (3.1)-(3.2) , we

derive (4.3) . # X-Mozilla-Status: 0000

Theorem 4.2 Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 , the numerical solutions 1ln

satisfies
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Proof. From (2.9) and (3.9) , we obtain

Iq( t) I :::; A~~{21Iq(t) II :::; "Qnuolle-~Alt A~~{2 + f{ L;/2A~~l . (4.24)

Combining (4.2) with (4.24) yields (4.23). #

Remark 4.1 Recalling section 1 , we know that the SG method consists in solving

a nonlinear problem in the finite dimensional space Hn ; while the reform PPG

method consists in solving a linear subproblem in the space H \ Hn except solving

a nonlinear problem in H n . Moreover, Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.2 show that if

Uo E V and Uo tt D(A), then for all finite time T

lu(t) - uR(t)1 = O(lu(t) - un(tW) Vt E [0, T), (4.25)

Thus, the reform PPG method is of the better convergence rate than the SG method

at the expence of solving a linear subproblem.
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